Spot-Pro Nozzle
For Sealing Exposed Fasteners On Metal Roof Panels

New Product

Seal Screw Heads on Metal Roofs the Easy Way with the Spot-Pro Nozzle

• Extension nozzle saves your back: No bending over to seal each screw head
• Spring loaded valve is activated by pressing down on screw
• Integrated Check-Valve: Consistently applies the same amount of sealant to each screw head with no drip
• Dispense Bulk, Sausage Packs or 10oz Cartridge sealants
• Disassembles for cleaning

The Spot-Pro System
 Albion #1032-G02
 Check-Valve Extension
 Nozzle 12” long

Add: Albion Gun:
#B12B30HJ for Bulk, Sausages or 10oz Cartridges.
Includes:
1 Hytrel Piston
1 Ring Cap
3 Cone Nozzles
1 Jumbo Front Cap
1 Cartridge Ejector for 10oz tubes

30oz Bulk / 20oz Sausage / 10oz Cartridge
Model B12B30HJ
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